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Abstract
A computational procedure and data base are de-
veloped for manned space exploration missions for
which estimates are made for the energetic particle
fluences encountered and the resulting dose equiv-
alent incurred. The data base includes the follow-
ing options: statistical or continuum model for or-
dinary solar proton events, selection of up to six
observed large proton flare spectra, and galactic cos-
mic ray fluxes for elemental nuclei of charge num-
bers 1 through 92. The program requires as input
trajectory definition information and specification of
optional parameters, which include desired spectral
data and nominal shield thickness. The procedure
may be implemented as an independent program or
as a subroutine in trajectory codes. This code should
be most useful in mission optimization and selec-
tion studies for which radiation exposure is of special
importance.
Introduction
When man ventures into interplanetary space,
the ionizing radiation environment and the resulting
exposure will be orders of magnitude greater than
that which exists on Earth. This aspect of space
travel is described in detail in reference 1. The most
hazardous radiation in deep space consists of ener-
getic protons emitted by the Sun during large proton
flares, and galactic cosmic rays (GCR) composed of
stripped nuclei of the atomic elements. The Earth
is shielded from these particles to a great extent by
both the atmosphere and the intrinsic magnetic field,
which deflects and/or traps charged particles. Thus,
astronauts in low Earth orbit (beneath the trapped
particle regions) are substantially protected from so-
lar and galactic charged particles. However, for lunar
and interplanetary missions, a space transportation
vehicle and its occupants arc subject to the effects
of the essentially unattenuated deep-space environ-
ment, and substantial shielding may be required to
ensure the safety and well-being of crew members.
The interplanetary radiation environment can
vary both temporally and spatially by many orders
of magnitude. Thus, the radiation doses incurred can
vary considerably, depending on factors such as mis-
sion duration, trajectories chosen for transit, the time
at which the mission takes place during a solar cycle,
and the extent of shielding provided. The tremen-
dous advances in man's knowledge of the deep-space
environment, provided by measurements from instru-
mented satellite platforms, allow the construction of
a data base that can reasonably represent the magni-
tudes and variabilities of both the solar protons and
the GCR fluxes. In addition, recent enhancements
in predicting the phenomena associated with high-
energy charged particle transport through shield
media (refs. 2 and 3) allow the extension of the en-
vironmental data base to include estimates of cor-
responding incurred doses for various shield thick-
nesses. A comprehensive and detailed description of
transport computational methods for charged parti-
cle space radiation may be found in reference 4. The
present work attempts to utilize this methodology in
order to define and establish a data base that may
be readily applied to various interplanetary mission
scenarios. An algorithm is developed that uses this
data base in conjunction with pertinent, mission def-
inition parameters (such as trajectory specification,
proximity to the Sun and planets, shielding provided,
and time spent in planetary orbit or on the surface)
to provide estimates of cumulative particle fluences
(time-integrated fluxes) and incurred dose as a func-
tion of mission elapsed time. The following sections
describe the structure and contents of the current
data base, computational options included in the al-
gorithm, and sample results.
Symbols and Abbreviations
BFO blood-forming organ
BRYNTRN baryon transport computer
code
CA),{ Computerized Anatomical
Man
CREME Cosmic Ray Effects on
Microelectronics
Fsh shadow factor
GCR galactic cosmic rays
H dose equivalent
MIRACAL Mission Radiation Calculation
program
NCRP National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurement
R radial distance from Sun
r distance from spacecraft to
planet center, km
r b radius of body that spacecraft
is orbiting, km
t thickness, g/cm 2
w weighting factor
Z atomic number
¢i differential flux of element i,
particles/(cm2-sec-MeV)
Radiation Environment and Exposure
Model
GeneralDescription
The data baseconsistsof threebasicsections:
(1)environmentalfluencedata,(2)thecorresponding
slabdoseequivalentresultsfor variouswatershield
thicknesses,and (3) detaileddoseequivalentcal-
culationsusingthe ComputerizedAnatomicalMan
(CAM)model.Theinterplanetaryionizingradiation
environmentis representedin thepresentmodelby
thenucleiof the chemicalelementsof chargenum-
ber Z, from I (protons), 2 (alphas), 3 (lithium), ...,
up to and including 92 (uranium). Numerous mea-
surements and analyses indicate that these particles
are responsible for practically all the energy depo-
sition in condensed matter in interplanetary space.
Tile modeled environment consists of galactic cosmic
ray data, large proton flare data, and ordinary pro-
ton flare data. The temporal and spatial variations
of each of these constituents are also accounted for
where appropriate. For the GCR environment, the
model uses the CREME code (ref. 5), which speci-
fies a solar cycle duration of 10.908 years, calculable
from epoch A.D. 1975.144 as the reference solar min-
imum. Solar flare proton fluxes as observed at Earth
are assumed to vary spatially within the solar system
as 1/R 2 (ref. 6), where R is the distance of the tar-
get (spacecraft) from the Sun in astronomical units
(AU).
The fluences and doses incurred fl'om passage
through the Van Allen belts arc not addressed in
the data base. For a moderately shielded spacecraft,
the doses incurred during single transits through the
trapped belts arc not significant compared with the
long-term free-space contributions from GCR and
solar proton events (ref. 7). However, cumulative
doses may be significant for nmltiple-pass trajectories
spiraling through the trapped regions (for example,
during low-thrust escapes or captures at Earth).
The dose equivalents corresponding to the GCR
and flare fluences are included in the data base by
using computational results obtained from earlier
transport calculations. The transport calculations
were performed with two deterministic nucleon and
heavy-ion transport computer codes to predict the
propagation and interactions of the free-space nu-
cleons and heavy ions through various media. For
large solar flare radiation, the baryon transport code
BRYNTRN was used (ref. 2). For galactic cosmic
rays, an existing heavy-ion transport code was in-
tegrated with the BRYNTRN code to include the
transport of high-energy heavy ions up to atomic
number 28 (ref. 3). The dose equivalents were evalu-
ated according to the quality factors specified by the
International Commission on Radiological Protection
(ref. 8). Dose equivalent values in the data base are
expressed in SI units of centisieverts, which are nu-
merically equal to the commonly used rem units.
The attenuating medium is considered to be wa-
ter (H20) for the external shield and human tissue.
Even though water may be somewhat impractical
as an external shield material because of structural
considerations, transport calculations have indicated
that other low-density, high-hydrogen-content mate-
rials such as polyethylene or lithium hydride behave
in a manner similar to H20 in their heavy-ion atten-
uation characteristics, and such materials are con-
siderably more efficient heavy-ion shields than high-
atomic-number substances. \Vater also provides a
good simulation of human tissue and of food stuffs or
waste products, which may be present in large quan-
tities on exploratory class missions. The dose calcula-
tions for water can provide good estimates for equiv-
alent thicknesses of materials other than water by
incorporating previously calculated buildup factors if
such data are available. Buildup factor methods es-
sentially relate thicknesses of different materials for
which equal doses are obtained for given environment
spectra (see, for example, ref. 9). Thus, reasonable
shield effectiveness estimates may be made for candi-
date low-density shield media by considering a single
material, which of course also greatly simplifies and
reduces the size of the data base.
No limits on radiation exposure have been estab-
lished for exploration class missions, such as Mars
missions. The radiation exposure guidelines for space
missions have undergone several revisions, and stud-
ies continue to be made that strive to better de-
fine human risk in terms of exposure. The National
Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
(NCRP) has recommended that the radiation limits
established for low Earth orbit, as shown in table I,
be used as guidelines for such missions. A recent
recommendation from the Council (ref. 1) states
" ..... exploratory missions with considerable, and
perhaps unknown, risks should receive separate and
individual consideration with the constraints given in
[table I] serving as guidelines only."
The NCRP guideline limits refer to dose equivalent
evaluation for transport within a semi-infinite slab
tissue medium. Dose equivalent values for such slab
calculations are included in the data base for each of
the environment constituents modeled.
F
Table I. NCRP-98 Dose Equivalent Linfit Guidelines
Exposure
30-day
Annual
Career
Skin
150
300
600
Limit, cSv, for
Eye BFO
I00 25
200 50
400 _I00 400
aAge and gender dependent.
In addition to the basic semi-infinite slab cal-
culations, the MIRACAL model also provides dose
evaluation by using the detailed body geometry of
the Computerized Anatomical Man (CAM) model
(ref. 10) for the skin, ocular lens, and blood-forming
organs (BFO). This is accomplished by incorporat-
ing the appropriate CAM tissue thicknesses, which
utilize an evenly spaced distribution of 512 rays over
a 47r solid angle for the 50th percentile United States
Air Force male. Specific target point locations within
the body and corresponding ray diagrams may be
found in the CAM model document. The skin and
blood-forming organ (BFO) distributions are both
average distributions of 33 locations in the human
body, while the ocular lens distribution is for only
one location. Often, the skin and BFO doses are ap-
proximated by slab doses at depths of 0 and 5 cm
in tissue, respectively. Characteristically, tile more
detailed CAM calculation results in 20 to 50 percent
lower doses than the corresponding slab approxima-
tions, with the degree of reduction dependent on the
energetic particle environment spectrum.
Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR)
GCR flux contributions for this environmental
model include nuclei of the first 92 elements. The
magnitudes of the fluxes are greatest during solar
minimum, or quiet Sun conditions, since the inter-
planetary magnetic field is weakest in this period
and more intergalactic particles gain access to the
solar system. Fluxes used in the data base have
been obtained from the Naval Research Laboratory
CREME (Cosmic Ray Effects on Microelcctronics)
model (ref. 5) and are illustrated in figure 1 as a
function of energy per unit mass for the solar min-
imum condition. The protons (H, Z = 1) arc most
numerous, and alphas (He, Z = 2) are second in
abundance. Tile remaining elements are also shown
in figure 1, for convenience of illustration, in three
groups: the lighter mass elmncnts (Li-F, Z = 3 9),
the intermediate mass elements (Ne Ni, Z = 10 28),
and the heavier elements (Cu U, Z = 29 92). The
data base, however, contains the energy distribution
of each individual species. At solar maximum, GCR
fluxes are reduced substantially. Tile amounts of flux
reductions for the various species groups are shown
in figure 2 in terms of the energy dependent ratios
of solar maximum to solar minimum fluxes (ref. 5).
The flux reduction is most pronounced for protons,
while the particles of higher energies (several GeV
and above) are only slightly affected by solar cycle
variation.
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Figure 1. Galactic cosmic ray differential flux spectra at solar
minimum for selected elemental groups.
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Figure 2. Ratios of galactic cosmic ray differential flux at
solar maximum to corresponding flux at solar minimum
for selected elemental groups.
The GCR flux variation throughout the ap-
proximately l 1-year solar cycle is calculated with
a weighting (modulation) function that determines
the fractional solar minimum and solar maximum
fluxes observed at a given time within the cycle.
The modulation of the GCR flux depends directly
on tile intensity of solar activity. Solar activity
may be gauged by a variety of observed quantities:
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sunspotnumbers,variousmagneticindices,ground-
basedneutronmonitors,electromagneticradiation
fluxes,etc.,anyofwhichcanbeusedasamodulation
parameter.Thepresentmodelusesthe intensityof
the 10.7-emmicrowaveflux (F10.7index)becauseit
seemsto besomewhatlesssporadicthan otherin-
dices.Themodulationfunction,shownin figure3,
is derivedfromtheF10.7indexvariationduringso-
lar cycle21 (ref.11). With thehighestGCRfluxes
occurringnearsolarminimum,tile modulationrep-
resentsareductionfactorforthepeakGCRfluxasa
functionof timethroughouthecycle.Thisweight-
ingflmctionhasareciprocalrelationshipto themag-
nitudeof the10.7-cmflux,whichcharacteristicallyis
observedto returnto approximatelythesamelevelat
solarminimumforeachsolarcycle.However,during
solarmaxima,lcvelsof solaractivityareobservedto
varyfromcycleto cycle.Tile variationof theGCR
fluxof speciesi, _bi, at a given time t is expressed in
terms of the modulation function w(t), as
t_solar min [1 solar max
_,(t) = _,_)_ + -w(t)]_,
Since solar cycle 21 was a relatively weak cycle during
active Sun years, GCtt fluxes in the present model
never attain their minimum values. Consequently,
some degree of conservatism is present in the modeled
GCR fluxes.
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Transport calculations for the maximum and min-
imum GCI1 fluxes have bccn madc for water slab
media (rcf. 12) with the resultant dose equivalent
versus depth functions shown in figure 4. The dose
rate for solar minimum conditions is approximately a
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Figure 4. Annual incurred dose equivalent for galactic cosmic
rays at solar minimum and solar maximum as a flmction
of water slab thickness.
factor of 2 higher than that for solar maximum. In
the model dose calculation, the GCR dose equivalent
rate, HCC R, is evaluated with the solar modulation
function in a manner similar to the flux:
HGCR(/) ,., ,,solar min [1 ,,.,, ,,solar max
---- wL_)_rzGC R + -- tc[_)jz/GC R
The GCR dose equivalents to the skin, ocular
lens, and BFO are also cstimated by using the CAM
model. The tissue thickness distributions for these
body components are shown in figure 5, where per-
cent thickness less than a given value is expressed in
terms of thickness values at the body target points.
These distributions are used in a manner analogous
to a cumulative probability distribution function of
thicknesses seen in any direction about a given point.
Figure 6 shows the GCR dose equivalent variation
with external shield amount for the CAM BFO calcu-
lations at extremes of the solar cycle. The CAM BFO
results may be related to the corresponding 5-cm slab
doses by comparing values in figures 4 and 6. For ex-
ample, the slab dose equivalent for a total thickness
of 8 g/cm 2, when taken to represent the 5-cm depth
dose with 3 g/em 2 protection, is 51 cSv/yr. The cor-
responding 3 g/era 2 value of figure 6 is 41 cSv/yr,
or about 20 percent less than the slab value, indi-
cating the conservative nature of the 5-em slab dose
approximation to the actual BFO dose.
Large Proton Flares
During the 5 to 7 years of relatively high solar ac-
tivity within a solar cycle, observations show that one
or two very large flares may produce more high en-
ergy protons than the sum of the 50 or more smaller
proton events normally occurring during active Sun
L
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conditions.The protonfluencesfor the six largest
flaresobservedduring the last four solar cycles
(1922) areincludedin the MIRACAL database.
Theintegralfluencesfor theseflaresaregivenin fig-
ure7. Exceptfor thenearcertaintythat suchevents
takeplaceduringyearsofsolarmaximum,theselarge
flaresarepracticallyunpredictablewith regardto
timeofoccurrenceandspectralcharacteristics.Prior
to the latter monthsof 1989,spectraldata for only
threeof theselargeflaresexistedandwereusedin
variousradiationexposureanalyses(refs.13and14).
No largeflaresin this categoryoccurredin solarcy-
cle 21 (19751986);however,in the latter part of
1989,threelargeeventswereobserved.Theirenergy
spectraandtemporalbehaviorwereaccuratelymea-
suredon theNOAAGOES-7platform(ref. 15).
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ocular lens, and blood-forming organs for the computer-
ized anatomical man (CAM) model.
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Figure 7. Integral fluence energy spectra for six large solar
proton flares.
The rarity of large flare events and the unpre-
dictability of their spectral properties practically' pre-
clude a statistical approach for mission analysis ap-
plications. Therefore, the present model formulation
requires specification of individual large flare spectra
and the time of occurrence for each mission calcula-
tion. The question of which large flares (if any) to
include in the calculation is left to the judgment of
the user, who may base his choice on several factors.
For example, consideration should be given to mis-
sion duration and time of mission within the solar
cycle. For missions taking place during solar mini-
mum years, dose contributions from large flares may
be reasonably onfitted. The combination of the three
1989 flare spectra would be representative of a severe,
large flare environment during solar maximum for
which spectral characteristics are best known. The
1956 flare spectrum is an isolated case for which high
energy proton fluxes were extremely large. Since a
best, or most reasonable, large flare environment for
a given mission is conjectural, mission analyses with
various combinations of flare spectra as parameters
may be preferable.
The modeled dose-versus-deptll flmctions for each
of the large flares are given in figure 8. As expected,
the flares with highest fluxes at low energies, such
as the Augn_st 1972 and August 1989 events, deliver
very large doses for thin shield amounts. For thicker
shields (15 20 g/cm2), the spectra that dominate at
higher energies (February 1956 and November 1960)
result in greater dose values. The detailed CAM
model functions for these flares are also included in
the data base. The CAM BFO results shown in
figure 9 may be compared with the appropriate slab
doses of figure 8 in a manner similar to that described
for the GCR. For the flares, the 5-cm slab doses
5
areevenmoreconservativethan for the GCR when
compared with the corresponding CAM BFO values.
Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the flare fuences, slab dose
equivalent, and CAM dose equivalent, respectively,
at a distance from the Sun of one astronomical unit
(AU).
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Ordinary Solar Proton Events
A precise definition of a "large proton flare" does
not exist. The exact Ineaning of the term "ordinary"
proton event is also somewhat nebulous in the con-
text of space radiation exposure. For the present pur-
poses, such an event is defined as a proton flare that
is not in the category of a large flare, but has an inte-
gral fluence of at least 107 particles/cm 2 for protons
with energies greater than 10 MeV. For solar cycle 21
(1975 1986), the fluence spectra of 55 fares in this
category were recorded from instrumented satellite
platforms (ref. 16). The fluence spectra for each of
these ordinary fares are shown in figure 10, where
the wide variations in fluences at a given energy and
the fuence-energy gradients are obvious. The total
proton fuenee spectrum for the entire cycle is also
shown. Again the 1/R 2 dependence of fluence will be
assumed for locations other than 1 AU. The Langley
nucleon transport code BRYNTRN has been imple-
mented to compute dose-versus-depth flmctions for
the 55 ordinary flares (ref. 17) and for the total pro-
ton fluence spectrum (fig. 11). To simplify the dose
calculations, only the slab dose results are included
in the data base for the individual 55 flares. How-
ever, the detailed CAM calculations are included for
the total proton fluence spectrum of the cycle. The
flares are assumed to deliver their particle fluence and
dose instantaneously. These data are used as a basis
for the flare model options described in the following
sections.
Statistical j_are model. A statistical approach
to modeling the occurrence of the ordinary proton
events appears more feasible than for the large fares.
A cumulative distribution function is derived which
represents, as a function of time, the number of fares
occurring in the course of a complete solar cycle. The
function developed for the current model is based on
the cumulative number of flares observed during so-
lar cycle 21 (1975 1986), which is shown (smoothed
and normalized) in figure 12. The function indicates
that by the third year in the cycle, 12 percent of
the fares will have occurred, and by the ninth year
92 percent of the total has been reached. Also, a no-
ticeable decrease in rate of occurrence is seen near
midcycle (between years 4.5 and 5.5); this feature
has also been observed for previous cycle.s. In the
statistical model option, all the observed fares of so-
lar cycle 21 are assumed to occur during a complete
cycle period, but their time of occurrence within this
period will be redistributed in accordance with the
distribution function. The reordering of the flares
within a cycle is accomplished by associating a se-
quence of 55 random numbers between 0 and 1 with
the original flares of solar cycle 21. For example, in
a single simulation, if a sequence of random numbers
(based on a uniform 0 1 frequency function) happens
to begin as 0.6, 0.82, 0.12, ..., then (from fig. 12) the
first three flares observed in cycle 21 would occur in
the simulated cycle at years 6.6, 8.0, 3.0, respectively.
Since each of the flares may be identified with a spe-
cific fluence spectrum and associated dose function,
the random redistribution procedure automatically
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Figure 10. Integral fluence for ordinary proton flares of solar cycle 21.
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Figure 11. Dose equivalent as a function of water slab amount for ordinary proton flares of solar cycle 21.
leads to a corresponding randomization of particle
fluences and dose values over a given mission time.
Other statistical approaches have been devised for
tile flare proton fluences within a solar cycle (refs. 18
and 19) that are not reliant upon only one observed
cycle distribution. However, the present scheme does
provide reasonable results for mean and deviation of
both fluence and dose due to ordinary flares within
a given time interval.
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Figure 12. Derived distribution of fractional nmnber of ordi-
nary flares that occur between successive solar minima.
Continuum flare model. The distribution
function is also used to define a continuum, or
"smeared," model for the ordinary proton flares. In
the smeared model, the ordinate of the distribution
function is changed from the fraction of total flares
having occurred to tile fraction of total fluence (or
dose) for the cycle, in accordance with the cumula-
tive distribution flmction. For example, if a concep-
tual mission takes place between years 5.5 and 7.0
in the solar cycle, the distribution function indicates
that 40 percent of the flares have already occurred
before the mission, and 67 percent of the flares will
have occurred at mission termination. Thus, tile por-
tion of the fluenee, or corresponding dose, seen during
the mission is assumed to bc (0.67 - 0.40), or 27 per-
cent of the total cycle value. The continuum model
may be used to obtain a single dose or fluence that
is representative of a nominal expectation value. If
the distribution of values throughout a given range
is desired, the statistical model must bc used. For
parametric mission analyses, the continuum model
would normally be preferred for ordinary flare dose
contributions; while for a given specific mission sec-
nario, the statistical model may be used to provide
uncertainty estimates. Although only slab doses are
available in the statistical model, CAM model body
geometry effects may be included in the continuum
flare model.
Computer Algorithm Structure
The data base for fluences and doses of GCR,
large flares, and ordinary flares was developed for use
in a computational procedure applicable to missions
in interplanetary and cishmar space. The structure
of the algorithm is such that implemen_tation both
as an independent code and as a subroutine in in-
terplanetary trajectory programs is readily accom-
plished. Additionally, considerable attention is given
to computational efficiency. For example, logic is
established that provides options for bypassing por-
tions of the calculation not needed in a given appli-
cation. A flow diagram of the general computational
proceclure is given in figure 13.
In the independent, or stand-alone, version of the
code, an input file containing the trajectory defini-
tion information is required. This file specifies, as
a function of solar time, the spacecraft (or target)
position in the solar system (in AU) with respect
to the Sun. Since the data base is established from
environment measurements near the ecliptic plane,
use of the model in the general three-dimensional
heliosphere would provide results with indetermi-
nate uncertainties. When proximity to planets or
moons is a factor (for example, time spent in orbit
where planetary shadowing occurs), the target-planet
distance is also required, which must be obtained
from the detailed trajectory (or orbit) specification.
The fractional shadowing factor Fsh is computed by
MIRACAL as
Fsh = 0.5 {1 + cos [sin-l(rb/r)]}
where r is the spacecraft distance from the planet
center and r b is the planetary radius. This value
corresponds to the fraction of the total solid angle
subtended by the planet. This calculation is ignored
for rb/r < 0.125, or fsh > 0.996. In the subroutine
version, solar and planetary distance variables may
be included as needed.
In addition to the data base and trajectory in-
formation, an input file is required that estab-
lishes the desired options and mission parameters.
Input option.,
file
MIRACAL]
dFluence and /
ose data file/
Trajectory
definition file
<..
Yes
Distribute
No
1
Use
continuum
model
Fluence
,calculation
Ordinary
flare fluence
Large
f are f uence
GCR Ifluence
Fluence and dose
Dose 1calculation
/Next time\,
\increment/
t Ordinaryflare dose
flLg_gse
1
o
Storeresults /
[ Compute
_/ and store
-ltime interval
[contribution
Figure 13. Computational flow diagram for MIRACAL space
radiation analysis program.
This setup file enables the user to make a variety
of calculations without recompilation of the source
code. The user-specified options available are
Input options file:
Type of calculation (fluence, dose, fluence and
dose)
Flare model type (statistical, smeared)
Number of large flares occurring during mission
(0 to 6)
Large flare spectrum (Feb. 56, Nov. 60, Aug. 72,
Aug. 89, Sep. 89, Oct. 89)
Times of occurrence of large flares (time in solar
cycle)
Operational shield amount (0 to 25 g/cm 2-
integer values)
Storm shelter shield amount (0 to 25 g/cm 2-
integer values)
Percent crew time in storm shelter (daily fraction)
The option for the type of calculation, either
fluence and/or dose estimates, allows the user to
bypass portions of the code and thereby enhance
computational efficiency. For example, mission
analyses where relative human risk estimates are
investigated would most likely need only the dose
calculation. The fluence environment option would
ordinarily be used when subsequent, more detailed
transport calculations are performed with the gener-
ated fluence spectra as input. For example, in shield
configuration analysis, the program will provide a
reasonable environment spectrum that may be used
in a series of transport calculations adapted to the
evaluation of specific shield geometries and materials
configurations.
The desired solar flare environment is also spec-
ified in the input options file. The statistical flare
option will require the use of a random number gen-
erator that supplies evenly distributed real numbers
over the interval of 0 to 1. Many computer operat-
ing systems are equipped with such a feature either
in a mathematical function library or as an intrinsic
function. For each mission calculation using the sta-
tistical model, 55 random numbers are supplied and
used as ordinate values on the flare distribution func-
tion (fig. 12). In this manner, the individual flares of
solar cycle 21 are redistributed over the ll-year cy-
cle period. Selection of the smeared flare model will
estimate the fluenee and doses by using the "total
cycle" curves in figures 10 and 11, with the estimates
related directly to the mission duration. Addition-
ally, the user will also specify if and when any of the
six large solar proton events will occur.
The user may also designate the approximate ef-
fective shield thickness of the anticipated transfer ve-
hicle. The thicknesses are specified in integer val-
ues between 0 and 25 g/em 2 of equivalent water for
both the daily crew operational area and the storm
shelter. Note that the 25-_/cm 2 thickness requires
transport data for 30 g/cm z in order to evahlate the
5-cm-depth dose for slab BFO calculations. Previ-
ous results utilizing the harsh environment of anmlal
solar minimum GCR fluxes in combination with one
large flare (Aug. 1972), indicate that shielding equiv-
alent to approximately 20 g/cm 2 of water would be
requiredto maintainannual5-cm-depthdoseequiv-
alentsto 50cSv(ref.20).Thethicknesselectedfor
thestormshelteris assumedto be thetotal protec-
tion providedwhetherthe shelteris assumedto be
internalorexternalto theoperationalarea.Theuser
mustalsodecidewhatpercentagcof thecrew'stime
will bespentin the stormsheltereachday for in-
creasedprotectionagainstgalacticcosmicradiation.
In theeventa largeorordinaryflareoccurs,thecrew
isautomaticallyassumedtospendthedurationofthe
eventin thestormshelter.
Fluenceand/ordosedataarecomputedat speci-
fiedtimesduringa particularmissionscenario.The
time-dependentdosedataarethenwritten to a data
file for postprocessinganalysis.Thefinaltotal mis-
sionresultsmaybe includedin the printedoutput
ascumulativefluencesalongwith the correspond-
ingdoseequivalentvaluesfor 0-and5-cm-depthslab
shieldsandtheCAMmodeldosesfor skin,eye,and
blood-formingorgans.Executionrun timesfor typi-
cal calculationsareveryfast,requiringat mostsev-
eralsecondsfor anentiretrajectorycase.
Sample Results
A representativemannedMarsmissionscenariois
usedto illustratetheapplicationof thecodein which
missiontotal particlefluencesandincurredcumula-
tivedosesarepredicted.Thishypotheticalmissionis
similarto severalrecentlyproposed(ref.21)inwhich
the spacecraftproceedsfrom Earthto Mars,hasa
briefstayin the vicinity of theplanet,andreturns
to Earthalongaroutethat includesa Venus wing-
by. Specificmissiontrajectorydetailsareshownin
figure14.ThestartingdateforthemissionisFebru-
ary5,2014.Themissionlasts500daysandincludes
a30-daystayat Mars.With respecto thesolarcy-
cle,themissioncommencesat year6.23andtermi-
natesatyear7.59afterthelastsolarminimum.Since
thismissionoccursduringactiveSunconditions,two
largeflaresareselectedto occur:therelativelyener-
geticspectrumof Nov.1960andtherelativelyhigh
fluxspectrumofAug.1989(numbers2and4,respec-
tively, in fig. 7). Tile timesof occurrenceof these
flaresareprespecified,with flarenumber2 occurring
whenthe spacecraftis in thevicinityof Venus,and
number4 takingplacenearthe time of minimum
distancefromtheSun,asindicatedin figure14.
First, with the statisticalflaremodel for this
case,the doseand fluencestatisticsaregenerated
for 500differentdistributionsof ordinaryflares.To
investigatethe differencesin the doseandfluence
contributionsfor eachof the randomdistributions,
a shieldedcompartmentof 4 g/cm2 is selected.No
10
stormshelterisassumed.Theresultanthistograms,
or frequencyfunctions,of the0-and5-cmtissueslab
dosesaregivcnin figure15. Thedistributionsex-
hibit considerableskewness,with substantialvari-
=
ance about nominal mean values. The single result
for the same shielding condition with the smeared
flare option is also indicated and seen to correspond
more to a mean or median value, rather than the
peak value of the distribution.
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Figure 14. Details of trajectories for manned Mars mission
chosen for radiation exposure analysis.
The smeared flare, or "average," dose values of
22 rem and 3.2 rem for the 0- and 5-cm depths, re-
spectively, indicate that 4 g/cm 2 is probably a suffi-
cient shield for the ordinary flare contribution. How-
ever, this is not the case for the large flares. Several
studies have indicated that heavily shielded compart-
ments will be required (refs. 20 and 22). In addition,
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Figure 16. Cumulative dose equivalent for 500-day Mars mis-
sion for CAM model skin and BFO calculations.
the GCR component will supply a continuous contri-
bution to the incurred dose. Therefore, for the same
scenario, shield thicknesses are next evaluated with
a 15-g/cm 2 storm shelter and a 2-g/cm 2 operational
area shield. The crew is assumed to remain in the
heavily sheltered area during all flare activity and to
routinely spend 8 hours per day (33 percent) in the
shelter. For these shielding specifications, figure 16
shows the incurred cumulative dose equivalents as a
function of mission elapsed time for dose to the skin
and blood-forming organs as specified by the CAM
body distributions. The corresponding dose to the
ocular lens is almost the same as the skin dose and is
not shown in the plot. A planetary shadowing factor
of 0.7 is used during the Mars stay but is not included
at Venus since the trajectory only specified proximity
to Venus for a relatively short time (approximately
1 day). The mission total cumulative dose results at
the end of the 500-day excursion are given in table II.
Table II. 500-Day Mission Cumulative Dose Equivalents
Ordinary flares
Large flares
GCR
Total
Slab doses, cSv
0 cm 5 cm
0.94 0.43
68.39 43.38
50.18 38.52
119.51 82.33
CAM doses, cSv
Skin I Eye BFO
0.55 0.55 0.23
47.02 47.54 29.33
39.97 40.28 31.45
87.54 88.37 61.01
For the Mars mission used in the present analy-
sis, table II indicates that the predicted BF'O dose
may approach or exceed the guideline limits of ta-
ble I for both annual and 30-day values. Conse-
quently, the time-dependent dosimetric output of the
program is examined for 30-day and 1-year cumula-
tive exposures. The resultant skin and BFO dose
equivalents are shown in figure 17. For the short
term exposure, a rather steady BFO dose equivalent
rate of about 2 cSv per 30 days exists for most of the
mission, with a slight decrease at mission day 210
when the 1-month stay at Mars begins. During this
time a planetary shadowing factor of 0.7 is imposed.
At mission day 365, the first of the prescribed flares
occurs (Nov. 1960 spectrum) and the BFO dose in-
creases to approximately 30 cSv. The second large
flare (Aug. 1989 spectrum) at day 430 is not nearly
as severe, with an added BFO dosc of only 2 cSv over
the GCR background level. The annual cumulative
skin and BFO doses are also shown with a practically
linear increase for the first year of the mission. If not
for the imposed flare occurrence at mission day 365,
the annual BFO dose would become essentially con-
stant at approximately 20 cSv/year. However, the
flare occurrence superimposes an additional 30 cSv,
and with the smaller increase provided by the second
11
1012 , ,flare, the final mission annual BFO dose exceeds the
guideline annual limit of 50 cSv.
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Figure i7. Model results for CAN[ skin and BFO dose equiv-
alents for cumulative 30-day and annual exposures for tile
500-day Mars mission.
Tile mission total fluence, or cunmlative flux,
spectra for this mission scenario are given in fig-
ure 18 for the ordinary and large flares, and for the
five groupings of the GCR nuclei. These data would
be applicable as inputs for more detailed transport
or shielding calculations that may take into account
specific spacecraft and/or shield geometries. In addi-
tion, beyond human exposure estimates, such inputs
are useful in estimates of degradation and likelihood
for failure of optical and electronic components.
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Figure 18. Model results for 500-day Mars mission cumulative
particle fluence for deep-space radiations.
Concluding Remarks
The interplanetary environment data base and as-
sociated computational procedure for advanced mis-
sion radiation exposure analysis should be of vahm
in mission planning activities for future lunar and
interplanetary exploration endeavors. The program
is computationally efficient (for present mainframe
computers, such as the VAX-11/785, with less than
10 see per run) and easily implemented both as a sub-
routine and as an independent postproeessing proce-
dure. The data base includes a detailed and extensive
representation of the interplanetary heavy charged
particle environment with regard to species, their en-
ergy distributions, and temporal behavior. The dose-
versus-depth variations included in the data base
have been constructed from detailed calculations uti-
lizing comprehensive transport codes, which have in-
corporated rather thorough treatment of particle-
shield interaction processes. Also included are
estimates of incurred dose equivalents for the human
body geometry, which are currently used to evaluate
risks due to exposure.
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A largenumberof assumptions are invoked in the
construction of tile code. Many of the assumptions
and approximations are obvious, and some have been
noted in the previous descriptions of the data base.
Some of the more important assumptions and/or
limitations that deserve particular attention are
1. All the solar flares that occur at a given time
deliver their associated particle fluences and doses
instantaneously.
2. The shield effectiveness (attenuation) data are
included only for water and apply only approx-
imately to similar low-density, high-hydrogen-
content materials with shield amounts restricted
to 25 g/cm 2 or less.
3. An implied assumption of isotropic radiation
fields is inherent in the procedure.
4. No specific spacecraft geometries are included; the
slab doses apply approximately to the dose at the
center of a uniformly shielded spherical shell, and
the CAM model body doses are representative
of the dose to a human figure at the center of
a shielded sphere.
5. Incurred doses from geomagnetically trapped ra-
diations and man-made sources are not included;
these may constitute additional important contri-
butions for some missions.
The currently accepted method of evaluating in-
curred dose equivalents, which is based on energy
deposition and relative biological effectiveness pa-
rameters, is presently being seriously questioned as
to validity in estimating actual risk from exposure
to high-energy heavy ions. Present quality factors
are based largely on biological experiments involv-
ing high-dose-rate exposures of gamma rays and nu-
cleons. Whether the use of these quality factors in
extrapolation to the high-energy, low-flux, heavy ion
exposures encountered in deep space is conservative
with regard to risk is currently unknown. Changes
in radiological dosimetric techniques will ultimately
require modification of the dosimetrie quantities in
the present data base. The interplanetary environ-
ment model, though based on the best available and
most recent data, is also expected to undergo future
amendment and enhancement. As the present solar
cycle 22 approaches termination in 1996 1997, much
additional data will become available for improved
modeling of the environment.
Finally, the current code is not formulated for
shield design applications, but for use as a method
of indicating the relative importance of radiation
exposures during various mission scenarios using only
tentative estimates of shield requirements. Also, as
with any mission radiation analysis, the program has
a somewhat limited use in decisions regarding the
absolute radiation hazard for a given mission. For
example, mission planners are presently not able to
accurately prescribe which large flare environment is
most reasonable to estimate protection requirements.
However, this code should be of considerable value
in general mission analysis applications, particularly
in mission selection exercises for which radiation
exposure is expected to be an important factor.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
April 23, 1992
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